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Subject Cataloguing 
in an RDA Framework 
Strategies and Practical 
Experience from Germany 
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 GfKl Conference 2010 in Karlsruhe 
• My Paper was: „Das neue Zusammenrücken von 
Formal- und Sacherschließung – FRBR, RDA, GND“ 
‟The new closeness between descriptive and subject 
cataloguing – FRBR, RDA, GND” 
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:ch1-qucosa-64619 
Some of the topics treated in 2010 were: 
• ‟Walls” between descriptive and subject cataloguing 
in Germany (different from the Anglo-American tradition) 
• Project of the ‟Integrated Authority File” (GND) 
integrating authority records from both worlds 
• FRBR models (including FRSAD) 
subject cataloguing becomes part of a general model, 
RDA based on FRBR 
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 What has happened since 2010? 
FRBR: 
• FRSAD in conflict with original FRBR 
2015: First presentation of new consolidated model 
RDA: 
• Various changes since first edition 2010 
changes from 2015 affect subject chapters 
Germany: 
• Launch of GND in 2012 
only one authority file for descriptive and subject 
cataloguing alike 
• Adoption of RDA 
− preparations since 2012 
− migration expected to be complete in 2016 
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1. FRBR, RDA and subject indexing 
2. Practical experience from Germany 
3. Conclusion 
Agenda 
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Work 
Group 1 
(Work, Expression, 
Manifestation, Item) 
has subject 
Group 2 
(Person, Corporate Body 
plus Family (from FRAD)) 
Group 3 
(Concept, Object, 
Event, Place) 
has subject 
has subject 
Subject indexing according to FRBR/FRAD: 
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 Treatment of Group 3 entities in RDA: 
Group 3 
Work → Group 3 
Group 3 → Group 3 
• First release contained only ‟placeholder chapters” 
exception: ‟Place” in Section 4 already worked out 
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 Change of model in FRSAD: 
(Functional requirements for subject authority data) 
Group 3 entities deprecated 
Work 
Group 1 
(Work, Expression, 
Manifestation, Item) 
has subject 
Group 3 
(Concept, Object, 
Event, Place) 
has subject 
has subject 
Group 2 
(Person, Corporate Body 
plus Family (from FRAD)) 
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THEMA 
Work has subject 
Group 1 
(Work, Expression, 
Manifestation, Item) 
Group 2 
(Person, Corporate Body 
plus Family (from FRAD) 
Introduction of a new super-entity ‟Thema”: 
‟Thema” is everything which can be the topic of a work 
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 Development of RDA 
2013: Two different proposals for the missing chapters 
• 6JSC/Chair/8 
aimed at keeping the original structure intact, i.e. keeping 
the Group 3 entities 
• 6JSC/ALA/Discussion/2 
aimed at a solution on the basis of FRSAD 
 
 ‟Given the variety of subject systems in existence and 
use, we feel that RDA should provide basic guidance 
without imposing constraints, either upon the ability of 
individual subject systems to define their own structure 
and content, or upon the use of such subject systems by 
catalogers.” 
http://www.rda-jsc.org/archivedsite/docs/6JSC-ALA-Discussion-2.pdf  
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 Situation as of April 2015: 
• New general chapter on subject cataloguing 
basically following ALA proposal 
− new element 23.4 ‟Subject Relationship” 
− no rules given for the access points of subjects; these 
are left to the ‟identifiable subject system” 
 
 
  RDA does not claim to cover the whole range of 
 subject cataloging 
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 Development of FRBR 
FRBR Library Reference Model (FRBR-LRM) 
• Proposed by the FRBR Review Group 
result of consolidation work since 2011 
http://library.ifla.org/1084/ 
• Follows FRSAD in deprecating Group 3 
‟Thema” becomes ‟Res” (includes all other entities) 
• Some new and promising ideas 
but also some problematic issues 
• First presentation at IFLA 2015 
will be discussed in relevant IFLA sections, then go into 
worldwide review 
 
  possible adoption at IFLA 2016 
  probably changes in RDA to adapt to FRBR-LRM 
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New super-entity (no longer 
limited to subject cataloguing) 
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Very narrow approach! What about 
fictitious persons, e.g. from literature? 
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 GND record for Hermione Granger 
Granger is the topic of several 
works, she has a fictitious biography 
  up to now described in the same way 
 as a real human being would be 
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‟Place” as a general entity 
(no longer limited to subject 
cataloguing) 
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Corresponds to GND practice: 
Attributes like ‟place of birth”, ‟place of death”, 
‟place associated with the corporate body” are 
represented as relationships to the place (links to 
authority record for the place plus code defining 
the kind of relationship) 
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‟Time span” as a new 
general entity 
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 Proposal by the British Library: 
New RDA ‟Working Group on Timespan” with 
the aim of including timespan in RDA 
(to be discussed in November 2015 by the JSC) 
http://www.rda-jsc.org/sites/all/files/6JSC-BL-rep-2.pdf 
• Chapter 15 suggested for attributes of timespans 
relationships to timespans would be covered in other 
chapters of RDA 
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2. Practical experience from Germany 
3. Conclusion 
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 Subject Cataloguing in Germany 
Classifications Subject headings 
Various schemes, e.g. 
• RVK 
• DDC 
• local schemes 
• German rules RSWK  
• Precoordination (unlike 
LCSH: Precombination) 
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 What′s covered in RDA? 
Classifications Subject headings 
• Application rules  
• Entities used as headings       
partly ( ) 
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 Entities used as headings in RSWK 
Persons and families 
Events (conferences…) 
Works 
Topical terms 
Places (+ governments) 
Corporate bodies 
Form aspects 
Time aspects (perhaps at later stage) 
(probably never) 
(see next slides) 
(with some problems) 
(not yet fully developed) 
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 Form aspects 
Frankreich ; Architektur ; Geschichte 1998-2007 ; Bildband 
France ; Architecture ; History 1998-2007 ; Pictorial work 
RSWK: 
• Form aspects as part of the subject headings string 
always as the last element(s) in the string  
• Different kinds of form aspects, e.g.: 
− document type (e.g. ‟Bildband”) 
− data carrier (e.g. ‟CD-ROM”) 
− intended audience (e.g. ‟Kindersachbuch”, 
i.e. non-fiction book for children) 
  some of this information also traditionally recorded 
 in descriptive cataloguing (double work!) 
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 New method under RDA: 
• No longer part of the subject headings string 
additional piece of information, e.g. for faceted browsing 
• Recording is done in cooperation 
between descriptive and subject catalogers 
• Several RDA elements used 
− 3.3 Carrier Type 
(plus some additional carrier terms, e.g.“CD-ROM” in 
addition to carrier type “computer disk”) 
− 7.2 Nature of Content 
with controlled vocabulary (ca. 150 terms) 
− 7.7 Intended Audience 
with controlled vocabulary 
 
  terms preferably linked to authority records 
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ordinary subject heading 
form aspect “pictorial work” rec-
orded as 7.2 Nature of Content, 
linked to authority record 
MARC 21: 
655 #7 $aBildband$0(DE588)209741139$2gndcontent 
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 Record sharing 
Before the introduction of the GND: 
• Sometimes there were two records for the same thing 
− one in subject authority file, one in name authority file 
− with slightly different preferred forms and following 
different principles (e.g. with regard to splitting) 
Since the introduction of the GND: 
• Principle: one entity = one record 
no more special records for subject cataloguing 
• Not all records used in both kinds of cataloguing 
e.g. records for undifferentiated names not used in 
subject cataloguing 
• Sometimes different application rules 
especially with regard to split records 
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 Entity splitting 
Places: 
• Change of the name of a place 
leads to a new record 
• Application rule for subject cataloguing (since 2012) 
the record with the latest name is used for all resources 
(this corresponds also to PCC subject usage) 
• Draft of the JSC Places Working Group 
includes an alternative rule justifying this practice  
http://www.rda-jsc.org/sites/all/files/6JSC-PlacesWG-1.pdf  
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Especially important: pseudonyms 
• Persons using two or more different identities 
e.g. real name and one or more pseudonyms 
  RDA: several records (one for each identity); 
  used according to presentation in the resources 
• Application rule for subject cataloguing (since 2014) 
only one record (“basic heading”, the best known identity) 
is used in subject cataloguing 
More splitting cases under RDA 
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 Only the record with this 
heading is used in subject 
cataloguing (basic heading) 
Linked authority records for 
pseudonym identities – only used 
in descriptive cataloguing 
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 Works 
Up to now: 
• Work level not important in descriptive cataloguing 
uniform titles only used in certain situations (especially for 
translations and older works) 
• Authority records for works 
used almost exclusively in subject cataloguing 
(exception: musical works) 
With the migration to RDA: 
• Work level becomes more important 
preferred title of work must be considered in all cases 
• Authority records for works 
will be also used in descriptive cataloguing 
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 Consequences: 
• Catalogers of both kinds must use the same rules 
although they work with different materials and under 
different conditions 
• Descriptive cataloguing 
− usually, editions of the work are catalogued 
− many of the works not covered in dictionaries 
• Subject cataloguing 
− usually, literature about the work is indexed 
− most of these works covered in dictionaries 
  descriptive catalogers want to use the resources 
 themselves to establish the title of the work, subject 
 catalogers want to use dictionaries 
  but: compromise is possible  (new policy 
 statement for sources of information) 
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 Manuscripts as a special problem: 
• RDA is not interested in the manuscript as such  
RDA is only interested in the work(s) contained 
  no RDA rule for identifying the ‟manuscript work”  
PCC practice: 
• Preferred access point for the manuscript 
used as added entry 
100 #1 $aMandeville, John, $cSir 
240 10 $aItinerarium. $lEnglish 
245 14 $aThe Egerton version of Mandeville′s travels /
 $cedited by M.C. Seymour. 
710 2# $aBritish Library. $kManuscript. $nEgerton 1982. 
Title for work (RDA) 
Title for manuscript 
work (PCC) 
German practice: 
still under discussion 
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 Conclusion 
• ‟Do we still need special rules for subject headings?” 
Yes, because RDA doesn′t cover all that is needed 
(and doesn′t intend to, even in the future) 
 
 
• Much of RDA can be used in subject cataloguing 
but sometimes there are special needs which should 
be addressed by RDA 
• The ‟walls” are breaking down 
Descriptive and subject catalogers need to work together 
much more closely than before 
 extent and character of the ‟new RSWK” 
 are under discussion at the moment  
  not always easy, requires some compromising, 
  but basically a good thing!  
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Thank you 
for your attention! 
 
 
 
wiesenmueller@hdm-stuttgart.de 
